The development of multi-processor architectures requires extensive behavioral simulations to verify the correctness of design and to evaluate its performance. A high level language can provide maximum flexibility in this respect if the constructs for handling concurrent processes and a time mapping mechanism are added. This paper describes a novel technique for emulating hardware processes involved in a parallel architecture such that an object-oriented description of the design is maintained. The communication and synchronization between hardware processes is handled by splitting the processes into their equivalent subprograms at the entry points. The proper scheduling of these subprograms is coordinated by a timing wheel which provides a time mapping mechanism. Finally, a high level language pre-processor is proposed so that the timing wheel and the process emulation details can be made transparent to the user.
INTRODUCTION
he design process for a VLSI multi-processor architecture normally starts by first partitioning the design into major building blocks. The behavior of each block is described in a language and an initial simulation is carried out to analyze the correctness of results. This may involve verification of the algorithm, throughput analysis, identification of potential bottlenecks etc. Note that this becomes a non-trivial task for multi-processor architectures employing distributed control such as data flow 15] and wavefront array processors 12] .
For describing multi-processor architectures at the behavioral level, constructs for describing concurrency and multi-process functionality are required. The behavioral language should be able to describe the hierarchical and symmetrical relations between hardware units. The capability for description of hierarchical relationships corresponds to a block structure type of organization in the language. Symmetrical relations e.g., handshake and interfaces between processors can be modeled by process level constructs. These include constructs for scheduling a process, its termination, suspension and resumption. Multi-process functionality demands that there be constructs for concurrent scheduling of processes. Since different processes may take a different time to complete, a mechanism for synchronization of processes needs to be provided.
A time delay mechanism is required for modeling communication delays, arithmetic operation times etc. so that accurate execution times can be generated for benchmark programs, and a performance evaluation of the architecture can be made.
Concurrent programming languages e.g., concurrent Pascal [7] , concurrent C [5] , concurrent Prolog [20, 24] , Ada [21, 26] , and Modula-2 [27] etc. meet most of the requirements for a behavioral simulation language except for a time delay mechanism. Concurrent Prolog has been used to describe VLSI circuits at the functional level [23] . The main drawback in using a concurrent language is the difficulty of associating time delays with hardware processes in a straight-forward manner (e.g., see [23] for problems related to implementation of a global clock).
General simulation languages such as SIMULA [3] , GPSS 14] , SIMSCRIPT 11 ] , incorporate the necessary constructs required for a behavioral simulation including a simulated time scale for modeling delays. Some special 60 A. MAHMOOD hardware description languages e.g., SLIDE [16, 17] have also been designed to describe interfaces between processors. The drawbacks in using above languages include higher cost, less availability, portability problems, and difficulty of learning a new language.
The hardware description language VHDL [9, 19] (which is based on Ada high level language) is a hierarchical language that supports design descriptions from behavioral to structural levels. This flexibility in VHDL comes at the price of enormous size (about five times the size of standard Pascal) which makes its simulators expensive and the language difficult to learn. Since most parallel architecture designers or parallel algorithm designers do not need any structural level capabilities in the simulation language, VHDL is overly complex and an expensive choice in this respect.
Popular programming languages such as Pascal and "C" have been used in the behavioral simulation of computer architectures. Although these provide maximum flexibility in the simulation of a design and the execution of benchmark programs, they lack two important constructs needed for the simulation of parallel architectures i.e., process level constructs and a time mapping mechanism. However, it will be shown in the next section that these can be easily incorporated. The techniques will be presented to emulate the concurrent processes involved in a multi-processor architecture such that an object-oriented description of the design is maintained. Hence, an object-oriented high level language such as "C+ +" [22] is preferred but the techniques presented in this paper are general and can be used with any high level programming language.
PROCESSES IN A HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGE
The theory of processes has received a great deal of attention in the last decade due to increased interest in parallel programming. Much of this work has been devoted to the important issues of process communication and synchronization. There are two basic methods for these 1 ]; one uses explicit signaling, and the other is an indirect method which updates shared variables. Implementations of these methods have resulted in mechanisms such as monitors [7, 8] , interface modules [27] , event counts and sequencers [18] , semaphores [4] , conditional critical regions [6] , messages [6] , entries [21, 26] , and managers [10] . Each of these mechanisms assumes a different philosophy about the relationships between processes. For describing hardware, there is no single mechanism that is completely suitable. It is important that the design description should closely reflect the underlying hardware design, and so such a mechanism should be adopted. For communication between processes, either explicit signaling or updating of shared variables can be used depending upon the design of the hardware. As an example, handshake is better described by explicit signaling whereas a bus arbitrator might use a status flag to indicate whether the bus is in use. The process synchronization mechanism used in our implementation is known as a timing wheel [13, 25] . It may function as a monitor or an event sequencer depending upon how it is used in the simulation of a design.
Modeling Hardware Processes
For behavioral simulation of multi-processor architectures, interfaces between processors and distributed control in the design can be modeled by hardware processes. A hardware process is a sequence of actions which is controlled independently of other sequence of actions [17] . For example in a multi-processor system, the process of computation in one processor is carried out concurrently with the process of computation in another processor. At a given time in an architecture, several processes may be active corresponding to computation, transmission and receiving of data etc. Since each process may take a different amount of time to complete, a time mapping mechanism is needed to keep track of the completion of a process and the start of another. Also, by using a time mapping mechanism, execution time of a benchmark program can be measured accurately for performance evaluation purposes. Suspension of a process may occur at the start of a process or some time later. This may happen if the resources needed for the process execution are tied up, or if a higher priority process is given control of the resources currently being used by the original process. If a process needs to be suspended immediately after its invocation, the effect of its suspension can be simulated by a subprogram which checks for its enabling condition at the beginning. If this condition is not satisfied--meaning that the process needs to be suspended, the subprogram's execution is restarted later by using the time mapping mechanism.
The effect of suspension of a process that might be suspended in the middle requires that it be resumed at exactly the same point where it was suspended. This effect can be simulated by representing the process by multiple subprograms. Each suspension point in the process corresponds to the end of a previous subprogram and the start of a subsequent subprogram. The new subprogram will check the suspension condition at its beginning and may be suspended until this condition is satisfied. n this way, the suspension of a process may result in delayed execution of the remaining subprograms representing it.
There are two possible implementations for resuming a suspended program. One approach is to have the suspended subprogram check for its resumption by reinserting a call to itself in the next time unit. The subprogram will check for its suspension condition in every time unit and when it becomes false, it will continue its execution. This method is particularly useful when many processes are suspended because of the lack of availability of a resource. Figure 1 shows an example of an arbitration controller for a bus. If a request from a processor for the bus is issued when the bus is already being used by another processor, it cannot be granted until it is released by the processor using it. A natural way of representing the waiting of the arbitration controller until bus is released will be to have it continuously check for its availability by reinserting a call to itself in every time unit.
The second approach for resuming a suspended process is to have the process releasing the resource enable the suspended process(es) on this resource. This approach is efficient and more effectively models the hardware interaction in cases such as handshaking protocols. Figure 2 depicts an example of a process of preparation of data and a responsive handshake before data is to be transmitted. The process will be suspended as long as an acknowledge is not received from the data receiving medium. This process can be modeled by two subprograms; one corresponding to the preparation of data and the other for transmitting data after an acknowledge is received. The suspension of the process until an acknowledge is received will then be equivalent to scheduling the second subprogram upon receiving this signal i.e., the second subprogram will be invoked by the data receiving medium when it is ready to accept data. Explicit signaling is used in the invocation of subprograms in this example as it reflects the design intent more closely.
The mechanism used here for suspension of a process achieves the synchronization of processes i.e., it is similar in concept to rendezvous in Ada or concurrent C. In Ada, processes contain synchronization and communication points called entries which may be called by other processes (in concurrent C, these points are called transactions). In describing hardware, it is more meaningful to call these suspension points as they normally correspond to temporal waiting of a process. The to these suspension points by other processes is achieved by representing the hardware processes with more than one subprogram. Each subprogram corresponds to a synchronization or suspension point. The temporal waiting is achieved by the time mapping mechanism. Thus by using multiple subprograms for a hardware process and the time mapping mechanism, suspension of processes can be easily implemented.
For scheduling processes at different times, a time mapping mechanism is required. A multi-stack implementation known as timing wheel is preferred to a single event queue as it allows efficient scheduling of concurrent processes. The basic simulation algorithm involving hardware processes is presented in the following subsection. The algorithm is similar to an event driven logic simulation algorithm [2, 13, 25] by inserting the corresponding number of calls to these controllers in a time slot. This scheme meets similar goals as a "class" and "object" concept in object-oriented programming. The set of subprograms representing a controller which operate upon the data structure (datapath) form a "class" as shown in figure 3. Activations of these subprograms then correspond to the instances of a class i.e., objects. Hence, by using one set of subprograms for identical controllers, the description of large processor arrays will be extremely concise In a static data flow machine, an instruction contained in a memory cell is enabled when it has received both the operands and the required number of acknowledge signals. A controller is associated with each cell that checks for the enabling condition and transmits data to a processor after the instruction is enabled. For the architecture shown in Figure 4 , there are 16 controllers for the memory cells, one for the arbitration network, four for the processors, and one for the distribution network. The simulation of this architecture can be viewed as interactions of these controllers (processes).
The simulation process may start when a cell controller performs a check for an enable condition because the cell has received an input or an acknowledge signal. If the cell is enabled, it will cause activation of the arbitration controller to set up a path from the cell to an available processor. After the path is set up and the data are sent to a processor, the processor computes the results and will invoke the distribution controller. The distribution controller sets up the interconnection between the processor and a memory cell. The data and acknowledge signals are transmitted from the processor to memory cells and the process continues as this in turn will activate the cell controllers.
Processes corresponding to memory controllers and processors can be suspended if the arbitration and distribution networks are busy. For this reason, the memory cell controller is split into two subprograms. The first subprogram checks for the enable condition and if it is enabled, it places a call to arbitration controller in a future time slot depending upon the time consumed in this checking. The arbitration controller will then invoke the second subprogram of the cell controller after the arbitration network and a processor are available. After computing the results, the processor may have to wait for the availability of distribution network. For this reason the processor is also represented by two subprograms. Figure 5 shows the control actions needed for a cell controller and its representation by subprograms.
There are a total of six subprograms corresponding to the different controllers in the simulation of architecture of figure 4. These include two subprograms for the memory cell controllers, two for the processors, one for arbitration controller, and one for distribution controller. 
CONCLUSIONS
The behavioral simulation of multi-processor architectures involves process level constructs. Techniques were presented to emulate processes by representing suspension points in a hardware process with multiple subprograms and using a timing wheel mechanism. The advantage of a timing wheel formulation is that it allows measurement of execution times and also is helpful in implementing the "class" concept for processes. This way the total number of subprograms required in the simulation of an architecture depends upon the different types (classes) of processors and is independent of the total number of processors in a design. Hence the design description is extremely efficient and easily extendable to different number of hardware resources.
The criticism of the approach presented in this paper is that it requires a user to understand the splitting of a process into its equivalent subprograms. The techniques presented are straight-forward and are based on the concept of processes in a concurrent language i.e., suspension points in a hardware process are equivalent to entry points in Ada, or transaction points in concurrent C. Still, using multiple subprograms to represent a process affects the readability of the description in relation to its hardware design. However, by developing a small set of special keywords and constructs for describing the delay and suspension of a process, the description of hardware designs can be made elegant. This will require a language pre-processor to convert the processes in the user program to their equivalent set of subprograms. This way the timing wheel and splitting of subprograms can be made transparent to the user. The small set of constructs needed in the high level language pre-proces- 
